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PART ONE
INTRODUCTION & PANORAMIC VIEWS OF AFRICA 





PART ONE: 
OPENING STATEMENT & INTRODUCTION  

“Every one year of bad governance retards national development by ten years.”– Togolese President (2006) 
Oftentimes the stories about Africa are negative and we all kick against this as bias and selective reporting by the media. Did I hear fake news? Is this really the case and why is that so? Africa stories are told by Europe and America – CNN, BBC, Radio Deutsche Welle, Radio France…..ALJAZERA……
 Most of the negative stories emanating from Africa are sourced from within.
 Is there a dearth of good and uplifting events and stories about Africa? No is the answer.
 This presentation will therefore be a mixture of the good and the not so good! 



3 musts for Good Governance:
State Capability  — the extent to which leaders and government are able to get things done;Responsiveness  — whether public policies and institutions respond to the needs of citizens and uphold their rights;Accountability  — the ability of citizens, civil society and the private sector to scrutinize public institutions and governments and hold them to account. - World Bank (2007) CoomGAP



Permanent African Presidents  
1. Teodoro Mbasogo – Equatorial Guinea (35 years).
2. José Eduardo dos Santos – Angola (35 years).
3. **Robert Mugabe – Zimbabwe (34 years).
4. Paul Biya – Cameroon (32 years).
5. Yoweri Museveni – Uganda (28 years).
6. Omar al-Bashir – Sudan (25 years).
7. Idriss Déby – Chad (23 years)
8. Isaias Afwerki – Eritrea (23 Years)
9. Denis Sassou Nguesso – Tepublic of Congo (17 years)

They ascend Presidential ‘throne’ as youths,change the rules, get recycled and becomepermanent Presidents!



Madness in Africa!! Paul Biya President 
of Cameroon being led to the podium 
for his campaign for the upcoming 
elections ! He is 88yrs !



Typical Gerentocratic African Presidents  
1. **Robert Mugabe – Zimbabwe (93)
2. Paul Biya – Cameroun (88)
3. Ellen Johnson Sirleaf - Liberia (77)
4. Muhammadu Buhari – Nigeria (75)
5. **Jacob G. Zuma - South Africa (73)
5. Alassane D. Ouattara - Côte d'Ivoire  (73)

** forced out recently



1. Vanessa D’Ambrosio (29 years)- San Marino, Europe
2. Sebastian Kurz (31 years) – Austria.
3. Kim Jong Un (34 years) - Republic of Korea.
4. Tamim bin Hamad Al Thani (37 years)– Qatar.
5. Jigme Khesar Namgyel (38 years)- Kingdom of Bhutan .
6. Emil Dimitriev (38 years)- Macedonia (FYROM).
7. Emmanuel Macron (39 years) – France.
8. Barack Obama (47 years) – United State of America

Youngest World Leaders



THE NOBEL LAUREATES
1. Desmond Tutu – South Africa (1984)2. Wole Soyinka – Nigeria (1986)3. Naguib Mahfouz – Egypt (1988)4. Nadine Gordimer – South Africa (1991)5. Nelson Mandela – South Africa (1993)6. Kofi Annan – Ghana (2001)7. Wangari Maathai – Kenya (2004)8. Mohamed ElBaradei – Egypt (2005)9. Ellen Johnson Sirleaf – Liberia (2011)10.Leymah Gbowee – Liberia (2011)



Africa Leadership Award (Mo Ibrahim initiative)
S/N NAME YEAR COUNTRY
1 Joaquim Alberto Chissano 2007 Mozambique
2 Nelson Rolihlahla Mandela 2007 Honorary South Africa
3 Festus Gontebanye Mogae 2008 Botswana
4 Pedro De Verona Rodrigues Pires 2011 Cabo Verde
5 Hifikepunye Pohamba 2014 Namibia
6 Ellen Johnson Sirleaf 2017 Liberia



PART TWO
LEADERSHIP AND  GOVERNANCE IN AFRICA

The best government is one that thinks it better to leave as much wealth as possibleamong the people to let them spend it for goods they know best. The worstgovernment is one that takes as much of the peoples' wealth as possible and thenasks how it, the government , ought to spend its surplus wealth.- James Schall , Vital Speeches of the Day 1997
Leadership is the ability to create an environment based on guidance, respect, andempowerment of the people to act conscientiously in the direction of the mission and vision ofthe organization or country. Leadership deals more with influencing, motivating, and enablingothers to be successful in the organisation. - Bucci, R.V. 2014.



“To lead is to live dangerously because whenleadership counts, when you lead peoplethrough difficult change, you challenge whatpeople hold dear--- their daily habits, tools,loyalties, and ways of thinking--- with nothingmore to offer than a possibility. Moreover,leadership often means exceeding the authorityyou are given to tackle the challenge at hand.People push back when you disturb the personaland institutional equilibrium they know. Andpeople resist in all kinds of creative andunexpected ways that can get you taken out ofthe game: pushed aside, undermined, oreliminated.”
Heifetz and Linsky (2002: 3-4), “Leadership on the Line:Staying Alive through the Dangers of Leading.”



Leadership & GovernanceTransparent leadership is inexorably linked to good governance.
The political class is averse to the coded rules of engagement,processes, standards and procedures that businesses have whollyadopted. Yet the failure of the political elites are directly linked to thatof the corporate businesses especially in the economic arena.
Whenever the business community fails to deliver on their promises ofexcellent products and services, the ripple effects are felt everywhereand the people and government of such countries are the majorcasualties.



What Constitutes Quality Leadership?
• Integrity
• Transparency & Accountability
• Responsibility
• Qualitative and professional workforce 

-people matter more than things
• Effective Communication
• High intelligence, requisite knowledge, 

skills, ethical orientation 
• Reputation
• Performance

Poor Leadership  
• Doubtful integrity
• Corruption
• Ineptitude
• Limited knowledge
• Ineffective and poor communication
• Reactive and visionless
• Self centredness
• One man show – Mr. know all
• Hero worshipping
• Lack of patriotism 

Most African leaders are ill prepared for leadership – they become leaders by sheer luck, pure accident, selection, ascension……. 



JUMBO GOVERNMENTS.......causative factors
“The more you look to government to solve your problems, the more power that government will have to later oppress you".     - [Fredrick Hayek, 1996]

-

a Bureaucrats are many and are growing at all levels of governance - Federal, State and Local. The perks of office and job preservation motivates them to  keep it growing       
b Too much money at the disposal of the central (federal) government leads to deficit financing, jumbo loans, white elephant projects and misappropriation of public funds - 65% of nation’s wealth with most central governments.
c The media encourages the ballooning governments by magnifying  societal problems - "bad news sells and the good does not". Good excuse for  spending spree. 
d Electorates are compromised because of perceived benefits from government. Promises made by politicians are recklessly broken. Elections, usually compromised, are opportunities for a big bite at the  national cake.
e Human beings are by nature compassionate. Whereas intellectually and practically, government cannot solve all problems, familial and societal failure encourages it to play "the compassionate state" howbeit ineffectively.  
f Bureaucrats and Government leaders create or encourage crises to justify expanding government….. Military ambition, security budget skyrocket …. Adapted from George Marotta(1998) 



Leadership and Governance in Africa
Most governments in Africa, are structured in tiers - federal, state and local governments.Collectively, it is expected that they will all aspire to do the following:

 Abide by the tenets of the boundaries of each tier as provided in the constitution – overconcentration of power in the centre is obviously hampering development continent wide Respect their oath of office and allegiance between the governors and the governed.
 Ensure consensus building, cooperation, collaboration, and coalitions in the nationalinterest.
 The “rule of law” and constitutionality are at the core of effective governance andexemplary leadership
 Build and strengthen state institutions for progressive decision-making
 Efficient and effective public service (a technocracy), based on governed meritocraticprinciples that are appropriately compensated and politically neutral; and
 A focused national vision with a sustainable development road map.



CORPORATE GOVERNANCE: 
“Leading by inspiration through communicating clearly, living your values, tellingcompelling stories about what your country/organisation stands for, and by showingappreciation for the work of everyone associated with you, no matter what his or herrole.” - Gresh Sean (2012)



Transparency & Governance Issues
• Creating enabling environment for good policies and laws  to thrive 
• Empowering institutions through appropriate legislation.
• Predictability of institutional existence and policy continuity
• Maintaining objectivity and integrity in decision making
• Continuous human capital development 
• Culture of acknowledgment (reward system)
• Holding people accountable – sanction for infractions

Corruption and “Ownership of thieves” 

“We cannot permit, in the future, one codeof ethics for the individual in his businessor professional life, and another for hisprivate life". - Edward L. Bernays (1968)



Notes:
Top Performers: Botswana, South Africa and Ghana
Medium Performers: Rwanda, Senegal, Kenya and Tanzania
Poor Performers: Nigeria, Cameroon, Zimbabwe, Republic of Congo

and Democratic Republic of Congo
- adapted from Ladipo Adamolekun, 2017
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 Abidjan- Lagos Motorway
 Mombasa – Kigali Rail Link
 Grand Inga Dam
 Rusumo Fall Hydroelectric Project
 Lake Turkana Wind Project
 Grand Ethiopia Renaissance Dam
 Mtwara Corridor Dam Project
 Jasper Power Project
 North-South Corridor Aid for trade
 Trans-Kalahari Railway

AFRICA’S Top 10 Infrastructure Projects



The Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
The expanded agenda requires strategiccommunications to achieve local and globalnarratives. This time around the SDGs areaddressing more challenging areas such asinequality, poverty and governance. A moreintegrated approach of gettingcommunications right from the beginningand all the way through is imperative. Theseprogrammes aim to achieve cross-cuttingmandates like ‘leave no one behind’, andtake a ‘people-focused approach’ for betteroutcomes by adopting bottom updeliberative, multi-stakeholderparticipatory approach to development.

MDGs 7 GOALSSDGs  17 GOALS 



PART THREE
PUBLIC RELATIONS PERSPECTIVES IN GOVERNANCE

Public Relations is an applied social science that helps reconcile institutional orindividual behaviour in a manner that accords with public expectations and interestand, when effectively communicated, changes, creates, or reinforces opinions orattitudes that motivate target audiences to specific courses of action.- Harold Burson, 2017:336.



What does public relations mean to people?

Issues & Crisis Management

Social Responsibility

Reputation Management
OrganizationalCounselling

Corporate    Communications

Research

Social Media(Digital)

Media Relations

Media Relations

What public relations is…What ‘people’ think….

“Generalists”
Media Relations

Protocol

What (some) practitioners do..

Intellectualising public relations practice will raise the bar beyond the charlatans……….



Public Relations in Governance
Public relations is a process with its own set of standards and processes that have become partand parcel of business life. These processes require time, commitment and consistency toachieve success for organisations in terms of credible communication, reputation building andstrategic business relationships. The hallmarks of the profession are:
1. Tell the truth 2. Be persuasive3. Believe in corporate mission and vision4. Be professional5. Think, listen more and talk less6. Solving problems is key to corporate achievements7. Walk tall, be strong willed and assertive (no room for sycophants and pleasers) 8. Be outrageous – bold, daring, resourceful and imaginative and take risks9. Crave knowledge – know a lot about “operations” to be effective and relevant. 



PART FOUR
CHALLENGES, RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

“Post independence leaders in Africa not only personalized power but alsoprivatized the state for the purpose of primitive accumulation, clientelism,repression and all forms of oppression. Instead of using the state for initiatingdevelopment, African leaders utilized it as a vehicle for terrorizing the citizenry,thereby leading to the disengagement of the populace from the public realm.”- Agbaje and Roberts (2002:154)
Total Quality Leadership (T Q L) is based upon the conviction that it can unlock theextraordinary possibilities in people and organisations.- Ronald Yates (1995)



Challenges of Leadership, Governance & Communication
The lack of transparency and accountability by the business leaders and political class who
regularly fail to abide by the time honoured qualities expected of custodians of public good
will and collective resources have become very pronounced and requires action.
Several Africa governments have expended billions of dollars with little or no empirical
evidence of growth - the lost decades of development in Africa with poverty levels higher
than five decades past. Other challenges include:
• Inadequate knowledge (literate illiterates)
• Abysmally poor leadership skills
• Corruption, mediocrity & nepotism
• Ill prepared for the digital age of big data
• Absence of mentors and role models
• Communication is always an after thought



Looking Ahead
“Men are powerless to secure the future. Institutions alone fix the destinies of nations.”- Imperial Sean, 1815.
Good governance is no longer optional but an imperative given the way the political elites havebastardised democracy to mean unbridled corruption at all levels. Africans must demand thereturn of enduring institutions, accountability, transparency and honesty in governance.
 Public relations practice should be responsive and development focused. The theoriesdeveloped over the years should be the bedrock of the needed knowledge base.
 Public relations practitioners in and outhouse must become part and parcel of the keyoperational resource of organisations and governments to remain relevant.
 African governments through its peer review system should vigorously pursue developmentin order for the people to enjoy some modicum of good and decent life devoid of poverty,destitution, illiteracy, poor health, polluted environment and contrived political systemsthat serve only the elite interests.



Conclusion
“You should encourage leaders to emerge who will not confuse public office with sources ofmaking personal wealth. Corrupt people do not make good leaders..”- Mandela the Sage, 2007

In the self assigned task that the public relations profession has assumed as a key player innation building with the largest concentration of skilled communicators in the continent, it isfitting that the issues of leadership, socio-political and economic governance, andmanagement, socio-economic development, global sustainable development goals andseamless communication should all combine to receive serious consideration from all thegovernments in the continent. Indeed, if public relations practitioners could rally opinions toinsist and push for exemplary leadership and good governance in the areas of selfless andquality leadership, integrity, accountability, transparency and honesty then Africa and itsconstituent organisations will be truly on the way to change the negative narratives ofhopelessness to hope for all.



Thank you all for your time…

Wole Adamolekun
wole.adamolekun@elizadeuniversity.edu.nglolese123@gmail.com+234 806 429 8633 & +234 802 301 9632
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